Mongolia - Economy Report Highlights

Key Activities - 2017 / 2018

Metrology legislation reform
- To introduce new draft of Law on Metrology to the Ministries of Mongolia for collected their comments on them
- To submit to the Mongolian Government for his decision to submit to the Parliament of Mongolia
- To submit to the Parliament of Mongolia for approval of Law on Metrology

Events for 95th Anniversary of the standardization and metrology sector in Mongolia
- To organize International Symposium on topic “Prospective of development of Quality infrastructure”;
- To conduct seminar on topic of New definition of SI unit;
- To introduce metrology activities to Customers

Incorporating updates to ISO and OIML documents into law
- OIML 79 - Labeling requirements for pre-packages.
- OIML R 21 Taxi meter.
- OIML R 46 -1, 2.3 Electricity meter.
- ISO 77001 and ISO 77002 Rice moisture

Future Focus - 2019 & beyond

Introduction of metrology activities in Mongolia
- To organize International Symposium on topic “To support development of Quality infrastructure in energy sector within events of World metrology day-2019”;
- To conduct seminar on topic of New definition of SI unit;
- To introduce legal metrology control activities to Customers

Modernizing new law on Metrology
- To introduce new Law on Metrology to the to interested parties and stakeholder engagement;
- To develop rule, procedure and TR accordance to the New law on Metrology
- To introduce new Law on Metrology to the customers by used through mass media;
- To make a brochure and complication of Metrology legislation according to the New Law on Metrology.

Implementation of Projects in metrology sector of Mongolia
- PTB followings projects of Germany:
  - Supporting quality infrastructure under special consideration of the energy sector and of the mining sector
- MASM and NIM joint project of China -Mongolia Joint Research on Key Measurement Standards and Technologies in Energy;
- MASM and SAMR proposal of joint project for strengthen legal metrology sector of Mongolia
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